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“Hypertension solution with a Glare-free Fundus Camera for Personal Health Care”  
 
Hypertension is one of the biggest health problems for us. More than 1 billion people are suffering 
from hypertension and social cost is more than 1 trillion US dollars. In fact, to solve the people 
actually suffering in low and middle income countries, expensive solutions do not work.  
These days, people usually use the hemo-manometers to check their hypertension. But this device 
doesn't tell us the real impact to the blood capillary. Fundus is the only human portion to observe 
blood capillary directly. However, the fundus camera can be used only by a doctor or medical 
technician, not by ourselves at home today.  
So, here is our solution. It’s “glare-free fundus camera”. We have a special technology to obtain clear 
color image only by invisible infrared light. If you use this technology, we can take a pretty clear 
image in infrared without a flashy light. Therefore it is very easy to take an image by ourselves 
without getting help from a doctor. This device can link to AI and tell us the risk category of your 
health. The fundus images can tell us an early warning of health problems because the fundus have 
a lot of health information.  
The first key technology for “glare-free fundus camera” is Color Night Vision. Color Night Vision is 
enable you to get the color image only by invisible infrared. Three different wavelength-photos can 
be combined as a color image by innovative imaging processing. The second key technology is IR 
color imaging sensor. Nanolux has a special technology to fabricate three different infrared filters on 
every pixel of the imaging sensor. This sensor is the enabler of Color Night Vision.  
A medical camera costs like $30,000 US dollars. It’s because it needs very sophisticated mechanics 
to align our eyes to the camera. But because we are using invisible infrared in our system, our camera 
system can be very simple, it's just like a normal steel camera. So the cost difference is enormous 
and this camera is not only for medical people but also for everybody in any country at home. 
The market promising in the hardware market is estimated at about 6 billion US dollars and the 
software market diagnosis market is about 10 billion. Because this technology can also be installed 
in your smartphone we can expect the license fee for this own business.  
A prototype has been done and this one is used in all University Hospital in Osaka University and this 
device will go into the final product by the end of 2022. 
Our team has the best talents from top-tier companies, not only from Japan, but also from overseas. 
You know this team will deliver the results for you guys. 
We are expecting two things. The first one is finding a fabrication and the clinical partner of fundus 
camera. The second one is an investor. We need an additional 1.5 million dollars following up a 
current investment. We got the 1 million dollars from the government grant last month so if you 
invest your money, your money will be a leverage with existing money too. All of this money will be 
used to develop the final prototype before mass production. 
 
[Q & A] 
Q. 
My question is, for your future application to for the disease diagnosis, do you see there's a potential 
that you can amplify the artificial intelligence algorithm in your whole system? And how would you 
see that can be used in the real clinical settings, according to the current clinical paradigm? 
 
A. 
AI is very critical for the system because I want to bring this on the system, and not only to the 
medical hospital, but also to the ordinary places like at home. We're already working on AI system 
using hypertension diagnosis by the doctor. And we have many sample images on the visible light. 
And now we have our technology to associate the visible light to infrared. So, technical is possible 
it's working on, and it's just a matter of time, how soon I'm going to get enough data to get to 
complete the AI system. Current clinical tests is very periodical, just a once a year, but once a year 



doesn't help our life at all. We need a convenient tool keep monitoring health between medical and 
clinical. This device can be a bridge between a periodical medical and clinical. So this device keep 
providing us a very important health information. Then we can get the holistic and comprehensive 
health information to keep our life more healthy.  
 
Q. 
My suggestion is, since your system may change the current clinical paradigm, so think about that 
beforehand how you can be more adaptive and more actually receivable by the clinicians in the 
future. 
 
Q. 
It was inspirational. So you open with hypertension, then you open up beyond hypertension, right, 
but you can do more. I like the technology because in it this really has potential. No cost you thought 
about all the drivers here? One party's you said ready for the market by the end of 2022. I presume 
this is a competitive market because when you are speaking other people will watch you and said 
can we do the same, Can we do it faster, Can we do it cheaper. How do you protect your innovation? 
Then how can you maybe be a bit faster to the market because then it could be really interesting. As 
Roche, we would like to speak with you and see whether we could maybe enter into certain 
discussion. Very good presentation. Thank you. 
 
Q. 
I wonder this your equipment is very cheap, but I wonder the spec format is the same the current 
equipment? Can you expect the same spec or higher spec for your equipment? 
A. 
I think we need to be very specific for the purpose. If we want to achieve the full spec as a medical 
camera costs are going to be much higher. My focus is more not to diagnose all the kinds of disease 
but only life related disease. So my current target is good enough. 
 
Q. 
How many patients do you have to correct increased clinical trials for approval as a healthcare 
device? 
A. 
As far as hypertension, it’s already existing practice be medical doctors. So if that's the case, I don't 
need to prove something new, I just need to prove my camera is as good as today's camera. And it’s 
just a normal medical device in approval process. So it takes about a half a year to nine months. But 
if we want to expand this functionality to other disease like diabetic, I need to do that clinical test.  


